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BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE

1 My name is Gavin Edward Hoiley.

2 I am the General Manager of Church Property Trustees ("CPT").

3 I hold a Masters degree in business studies, specialising in accountancy.

i have significant expertise and experience in areas of management and

organisation leadership, and I was previously General Manager of Ngai

Tahu Seafood Limited.

4 In my role as CPT General Manager, I oversee the CPT's property

management, finances and earthquake recovery programme and

provide advice to the Diocese on these matters.

5 As the General Manager for the CPT, Ihave served (with others) as the

liaison person between the CPT and organisations that have concerns

with the decisions taken by the CPT.

6 I am duly authorised to give this evidence on behalf of the CPT.

SCOPE OF EVIDENCE

7 This evidence addresses matters in relation to the ChristChurch

Cathedral building ("Cathedral") and the relief sought in submission

3610 in Chapter 9 Cultural and Natural Heritage of the proposed

Christchurch Replacement District Plan.

8 The evidence addresses:

(a) The rationale for the specific submission in relation to the

Cathedral building; and

(b) An explanation of the insurance and financial position of CPT in

relation to the Cathedral building, including issues associated

with fundraising for the Cathedral.

9 I have reviewed a copy of the CPT's submission in relation to the

Cathedral (submission 3610). Due to the timing for provision of

evidence for Chapter 9 and other commitments, I have not had an

opportunity to review the Council's evidence on Chapter 9 before

preparing and finalising this evidence.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

10 My evidence reaches the following conclusions:

(a) While CPT has a section 38 notice regarding the Cathedral

building, this is only to the extent demolition is needed to remove
hazards. Accordingly CPT has lodged specific submissions with

the objective of achieving a more certain planning framework.

(b) The insurance monies in respect of the Cathedral are

significantly less than the costs associated with any option for

either a modern or a replica rebuild.

(c) As the Cathedral is an asset that does not generate a

commercial income, financing the future Cathedral is challenging.

(d) CPT has very limited financial capability in its own right. CPT

holds assets on behalf of the parishes, Cathedral and Diocese.

The Trustees do not hold any assets in their own right and

therefore have no 'reserves' to assist any parish or the Cathedral

in the event of a financial shortfall.

(e) If CPT was to fundraise to meet shortfalls, the amount to be

fundraised would be between $23m for a modern Cathedral to

$76m for a replica rebuild.

RATIONALE FOR CATHEDRAL SPECIFIC SUBMISSION

11 Since the earthquakes, CPT has been working on options for the future

of the Cathedral.

12 It is a requirement of the legal trust deed relating to the Cathedral that a

replacement cathedral is built on the site at 100 Cathedral Square. This

was the subject of litigation before the High Court and Court of Appeal.

13 In the context of the previous civil litigation proceedings, but also as part

of the CPT's decision making processes, a number of options have been

considered in relation to the Cathedral. These have ranged from partial

demolition and reinstatement of the building (to the extent feasible from

an engineering perspective), to full demolition and replacement with a

new contemporary style building. CPT has engaged a range of

professional advisors generally in relation to the Cathedral's future,
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including engineers, quantity surveyors, heritage experts, architects and

fundraising experts.

14 The most recent decision of CPT regarding the future of the Cathedral

was made in 2013. This decision was to demolish the Cathedral and to

build a contemporary Cathedral on the site. However, this decision has

not been implemented at present due to a number of reasons, including

uncertainty regarding the consenting framework.

15 CPT has a section 38 notice in respect of the Cathedral which is

attached to my evidence as Attachment A. This only enables demolition
to the extent necessary to remove hazards.

16 Even a full reinstatement option (in the sense that the future Cathedral

resembles the previous one) would result in demolition consent being

required.

17 Given the rule framework proposed by the Council in the Replacement

District Plan (which sought to avoid ali demolition of heritage buildings)

and the extensive evidence and advice CPT had received previously

about the Cathedral, including from engineers and quantity surveyors

about the feasibility and costs of rebuilding the Cathedral, it was decided

that CPT would lodge a submission on the Replacement District Plan

seeking relief specifically in relation to the Cathedral.

18 The relief sought in CPT's submission would provide for demolition and

deconstruction as a controlled activity (which I understand to mean that
resource consent cannot be refused for) and scheduling of the Cathedral

(which I understand will be heard in a different Chapter of the

Replacement District Plan).

19 Together this relief would provide CPT with more certainty about the

process that would apply to any authorisation required to demolish or

deconstruct the Cathedral and to reinstate or construct a new Cathedral.

INSURANCE AND FINANCES

20 In the following paragraphs, I explain the insurance and financial position

that applies to the Cathedral building, including in relation to fundraising.

This evidence provides context to the relief sought by CPT in its

submission in relation to the Cathedral.
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Insurance position

21 Following the 4 September 2010, 22 February 2011, 13 June 2011 and

23 December 2011 earthquakes, the CPT and the Diocese of

Christchurch have been in a precarious financial position. Twenty

churches and other parish and Diocesan buildings have been lost. All of

CPT's 136 properties throughout Christchurch and Banks Peninsula

have varying degrees of earthquake damage.

22 Diocesan property is owned, for the most part, by the CPT. The

property was insured through a policy of insurance with ACS (NZ)

Limited (formerly Ansvar Insurance Limited) ("ACS") under which the

CPT is the insured.

23 The CPT has an estimated shortfall of approximately $10.5 million

between its insurance proceeds, external grants and the full cost of

repairs and seismic upgrades under its earthquake recovery

programme. It has a further estimated shortfall of $11m to address

seismic upgrades to earthquake prone buildings within the Diocese.

This estimated shortfall does not include the shortfall in respect of the

partially destroyed building formerly used as the Cathedral.

24 The insurance position in relation to the Cathedral is separate from

CPT's other insurance settlements.

25 The Cathedral itself was insured by the CPT on a functional replacement

value basis. ACS has agreed to settle the CPT's insurance claim for the

Cathedral for $39,956,875. The Cathedral building is no longer insured

for earthquakes as it is no longer viable to do so.

Costings associated with options for rebuilding and financial issues

26 I refer to the evidence of David Doherr of Barnes Beagley Doherr. Mr

Doherr has worked with the CPT to provide costings of various options

for the Cathedral's future from October 2011 onwards. Mr Doherr is

preparing evidence which I have seen a draft of. The evidence outlines

the costs estimates for various options that have been explored by CPT

27 In particular, Mr Doherr sets out costs estimates for a range of options

that have been explored by CPT (based on both Holmes Consulting

Group's options prepared after the 23 December 2011 aftershock and
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also options proposed by the Great Christchurch Building Trust) and

attaches a table showing the costs of various options.

28 Based on this evidence, reinstatement of the Cathedral is estimated to

cost $104 million to $106 million. I note that the figures are only on the

basis that the project is completed in a certain timeframe. I am advised

that it is possible the project may stall and the estimated costs may rise

significantly.

29 Any major organisation would consider the wider financial risk factors

when determining whether to proceed on a major construction. Such

factors include the current international and local economic climates,

and uncertain interest rates. As will be clear from the Diocesan finances

and the total insurance proceeds the CRT has received in respect of the

Cathedral insurance claim, the CPT has a significant shortfall for any of

the options, but in particular reinstatement.

30 In my role as General Manager for the CPT, I could not recommend to

the CPT that it assumes the risk of a project where there are insufficient

funds. This is even before considering the need to provide a building

that can function for the purposes for which the Cathedral was originally

constructed.

31 Furthermore, it is likely, given the shortfall in funds, that if the CPT was

to commit to reinstatement, the CPT may have to borrow money to cover

any such shortfall. I am advised that, in order to be consecrated and

used as a church, a Cathedral building must be debt and mortgage free.

32 Despite views held by some to the contrary, CPT has very limited

financial capability in its own right. CPT holds assets on behalf of the

parishes, Cathedral and Diocese. The CPT does not hold any assets in

its own right and therefore has no 'reserves' to assist any parish or the

Cathedral in the event of a financial shortfall. The audited financial

statements of CPT as at 31 December 2014 disclose that its net assets

comprise just $611,399 in working capital only. In addition, it would be

legally problematic for CPT to utilize parish assets for the benefit of the

Cathedral or other parishes.

33 The ability of the Diocese to respond should the Cathedral build project

require financial assistance is also negligible. The Diocese currently

struggles to fund its existing operations from limited revenue sources.

Financial assets held by the Diocese are entirely dedicated to generating
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income for its core operations and there is no capacity to assist capital

projects.

34 The Cathedral is a separate financial entity and cannot rely on top-up

funds from parish and Diocesan assets or CPT should it encounter

financial difficulties.

Role of fundraising in relation to the Cathedral

35 Previously, and in order to provide full information for decision making

purposes, the CPT has sought independent external fundraising advice.

The CPT commissioned Global Philanthropic (a professional, respected

and successful fundraising firm) to report on the fundraising risks and

likelihoods of the options in relation to the Cathedral. We note, to date,

that there have been no firm, formal offers to CPT that bridge the

significant gap in the shortfall of funds. A copy of the Report is attached

to this evidence as Attachment B.

36 As is set out in the report the options of deconstructing/demolishing and

building a 'part old and part new' or a modern building (using some

recovered material) were in Global Philanthropic's opinion the options

most likely to succeed in achieving the necessary levels of fundraising.

37 Overall the Global Philanthropic report discusses the risk of a

fundraising shortfall as increasing in line with levels of fundraising

required. From a fundraising perspective the most expensive build is

therefore generally the riskiest and the least expensive generally the

most safe.

38 Another key financial risk is that of the cost of fundraising. The cost of

fundraising is estimated to be an additional 10% to 15% of the

fundraising target. This would mean that fundraising for a $100m

shortfall would require a fundraising target of between $110m and

$115m. The larger the fundraising target the more additional risk there is

due to fundraising costs. The offer of 'free fundraising' communicated in

the media is in fact free fundraising advice and does not cover the far

more significant costs such as employing internal fundraisers, hosting

events, travel costs and disbursements.

39 Currently CPT has $42 million for the future Cathedral. Of this, $7.25m

needs to be set aside in an endowment fund to maintain a future
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cathedral. This leaves $34.75m available for the

deconstruction/demolition and the new building. The estimates are

based on the options and funds summarised in the decision matrix.

Option1 Replica

rebuild2
Deconstruct

/ reconstruct

whole

Cathedral

within sill

walls3

Deconstruct

and construct

new

Cathedral4

Demolish

and

construct

new

modern

Cathedral 5

Estimated

total cost

$104m $80m $63m $56m

Shortfall $69.25m $45.25m $28.25m $21,25m

Fundraising

cost @10%

$6.93m $4.53m $2.83m $2.13m

Total funds

needed

$76.18m $49.78m $31.08m $23.38m

40 The estimated total funds required to be met through fundraising (and

including the cost of fundraising itself) are summarised in the table

above. It can be seen that, depending on the option, the estimated total

shortfalls range from $23m for a modern Cathedral to $76m for a replica

rebuild.

41 No fundraising options are certain to achieve their targets. There is

therefore significant fundraising risk and this risk increases with the

costs of the options and the resulting fundraising requirements.

1 Based on costings in Mr Doherr's evidence.
2 Option A2
3 Option D
4 Option E
5 Option F
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CONCLUSION

42 The section 38 notice regarding the Cathedral building only applies to

the extent demolition is needed to remove hazards. Accordingly CPT

has lodged specific submissions with the objective of achieving a more

certain planning framework in relation to the Cathedral.

43 The shortfall of insurance monies and lack of commercial income in

respect of the Cathedral means meeting the costs associated with any

option for either a modern or a replica rebuild is challenging.

44 CPT has very limited financial capability in its own right. The Trustees

do not hold any assets in their own right and therefore have no

'reserves' to assist any parish or the Cathedral in the event of a financial

shortfall.

Gavin Edward Holley

2 December 2015
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Attachment A -Section 38 notice
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Attachment B - Global Philanthropic Report
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